
Curriculum Overview
In the EIF, Ofsted set out a conception of a quality curriculum, understanding that curriculum is different from pedagogy. This is based on both
the Ofsted review of existing research and their own curriculum research programme. Ofsted define progress in curricular terms as knowing
more and remembering more, so a curriculum needs to carefully plan for that progress by considering the building blocks and
sequence in each subject. Curriculum is about what teachers teach and when, and what pupils learn.

Subject overview: History

Curriculum Intent:

“A curriculum that is ambitious and designed to give all pupils, particularly disadvantaged pupils and including pupils with SEND, the knowledge and
cultural capital they need to succeed in life.”

Our History curriculum will help pupils gain a coherent knowledge and understanding of Britain’s past and that of the wider world. It should inspire pupils’
curiosity to know more about the past. Teaching should equip pupils to ask perceptive questions, think critically, weigh evidence, sift arguments, and develop
perspective and judgement. History helps pupils to understand the complexity of people’s lives, the process of change, the diversity of societies and
relationships between different groups, as well as their own identity and the challenges of their time. At LBTS, we aim to create an inclusive and diverse
curriculum that takes students beyond their immediate context and promotes understanding, tolerance and reflection.

“The curriculum is coherently planned and sequenced towards cumulatively sufficient knowledge and skills for future learning and employment.”

We have mapped out the substantive and disciplinary knowledge that we want our students to master at each stage of their school career and have carefully
planned tasks and assessments along the journey to help them and the teachers accomplish this.

“The curriculum is successfully adapted, designed or developed to be ambitious and meet the needs of pupils with SEND, developing their knowledge,
skills and abilities to apply what they know and can do with increasing fluency and independence”

In History we are fully inclusive. We use a range of strategies for SEND students to be able to access and progress through the full curriculum. All students in
class are taught the full curriculum. Specific strategies are shown below.



Curriculum Planning:
Year: 7 Aut Spr Sum

Students’ starting point Students will start year 7 with a range of
historical skills and knowledge depending
on their primary curriculum.

They should know
- What a historian is
- Sources
- What a cause is and a

consequence

Students have gained a greater
knowledge of chronology and
significance in the context of
Britain. They will be using this
this term to look deeper into the
causes and significance of the
Norman Invasion. They have
also studied elements of people
moving between geographical
locations.

Medieval kingdoms. Medieval
English Knight. Medieval societal
structures.

- Hierarchy within English
and African kingdoms.

- Role of trade and outside
influence

- Role of people as protest
movements and causes
of change

Big concepts to learn Significance - Prioritising important
aspects of change

- Impact affecting lots of people
- Creating change
- Unique - unusual

Change - identifying change

Interpretations - Understanding different
historical perspectives

Causation and consequence -
key disciplinary knowledge:

- What changed and why
- Links to significance from

last term

Similarity/difference, bushido,
change/continuity,accuracy

Hierarchy and sequence
of constellation
knowledge
(what will be taught and
when)
Include progress tasks

Raiders, Settlers and Invaders, how do we

know about history?

a. Cheddar man

b. Celts

c. What did the Romans give us?

Progress Task: How did the Romans change

Britain

d. Black Roman Rulers

e. Ivory bangle woman - Diversity in

Roman Britain

The Norman Conquest
- Why was there a

succession crisis?
- Who were the three

contenders?
- Why did William become

King?
- Progress Task: Explain

who deserved to be
King and why?

- What were the
consequences of William
becoming King?

What exactly were the silk

roads?

● Origins  of the silk

road

● Religion on the

route

Progress Task Should the silk roads

be called the “Road of Faith”

● Trade during war

● Birth of Baghdad



f. Anglo-Saxon Britain

g. Vikings

h. Norman Consequences

i. Who changed Britain the most?

Progress Task: “The Normans Changed

Britain the most”

----------

Medieval Africa

a. Songhai Empire

b. African Kings and Queens

c. Mansa Musa

Progress Task: Explain the importance of: i)

Mansa Musa’s transformation of Egypt ii)

Mana Musa’s journey to Egypt

d. Queen Nzinga

e. Benin Bronzes

f. Ife Kingdom

Progress Task - “There are more similarities

than there are differences between the Ife

and the Benin Kingdom” How far do you

agree?

g. Aksum Empire

- How did William Control
England?

- What happened after
William became King?

- Progress Task: How
much change did
William bring to
England as a result of
his invasion?

- Why did William build
castles?

- How were castles
attacked?

- What is the world’s
strongest castle?

- - - - - - - - - - -

Medieval Britain

- What was Medieval
Britain like?

- How different was
Medieval Britain to
today's Britain?

- Progress Task: How
useful are these
sources for an enquiry
into like in Medieval
Britain?

- What can we learn from
the crossrail skeletons?

- What do we think
happened in London
during the Black Death?

- What do historians say
about the Black Death?

● The Road of

enslavement

● The Fur Road

Progress Task - Assessment

● What was so
special about
mediaeval Japan?

● Was the samurai
the ultimate
medieval warrior?

PROGRESS TASK: “The
Japanese Medieval Samurai
was more similar than different
to the English Medieval
Knight” How far do you agree?

● How violent was
the samurai code?

● How far did
Samurai like
Yasuke, the first
black samurai,
follow the code of
bushido?

● What was the role
of women in
Japan in the
samurai era?

● Why did the
samurai give up?

● How accurately
have the samurai
been shown?

Assessment



- Progress Task: How
useful are these
sources for an enquiry
into the Black Death?

Adaptations for SEND Supported Academic reading
resources

- Alternative words in text
- Highlighted Text

Keywords defined and printed
with accompanying “challenge”.
Word fill exercises
Sentence starters
Live modelling in lesson

Keywords defined and printed
with accompanying “challenge”.
Word fill exercises
Sentence starters
Live modelling in lesson

Opportunities to embed
Anti-racism

Global view of history - thinking about
how different continents were connected
and influenced each other

Understanding migration to
Britain after the Norman invasion
and debunking ideas of what
‘Britishness’ is.

Role of Black Samurai Eg,
Yasuke.

Opportunities to embed
Anti-sexism

Ivory Bangle Lady lesson - examining
black women and their significance in
Roman Britain

Storyteller in silk roads is a female woman

Understanding why there is
limited history about women in
this period.

Role of women in the era of
Samurai Japan.

Opportunities to
challenge Islamophobia
or homophobia

Isalmic influence within the Vikings.

Middle Eastern Silk roads and the transfer
of religion along trade routes

Opportunities to embed
academic texts

Articles and reading exercises in every
lesson. Hums focus to make reading skills
more explicitly taught

- Reading on life of celts
- Reading about Septimus severus
- Written sources about Ivory

Bangle Lady

Articles and reading exercises in
every lesson. Hums focus to
make reading skills more
explicitly taught

Articles and reading exercises in
every lesson. Hums focus to
make reading skills more
explicitly taught

Cultural Geography - thinking about globalisation Geography - migration Japanese culture, far east asian



Capital/Careers/Cross
Curricular links / SMSC

in a historical sense

Literacy/English - Lots of academic
reading from challenging texts

Academic Literacy. history. Continuing the KS3
national curriculum of British
context set in the wider world
context.

Students end point
(inc. assessment focus
Aut 2 & Sum 2)

Assessment

Disciplinary knowledge -
Explaining significance in terms of
identifying change,
Understanding that there are different
claims made about the past

Substantive Knowledge
Raiders Settlers and invaders - Cheddar
man, celts, Romans, vikings, Anglo
Saxons, Normans
Silk roads - trade, religion, war, Baghdad
slavery, fur

A greater knowledge of the
History of Britain in line with the
KS3 National Curriculum.

Progress tasks focused on:

Disciplinary knowledge:
Causation and Consequence

Substantive Knowledge
Normans, breakdown of the
battle of hastings, the
succession crisis and the
changes that William made.

No assessment

Student assessment:

Disciplinary knowledge:
Similarity, Difference & Accuracy

Substantive Knowledge
Role of samurai compared to
medieval knights.

Year: 8 Aut Spr Sum

Students’ starting point Y7: Students should have a good
understanding of historical significance,
change and continuity and place.

Students should also understand ideas of
migration, enslavement, trade,
globalisation and empire which feeds into
all Year 8 topics.

Students will have a good
knowledge about what an empire
is, why they are made and how
they are made.

Students will also have
developed an understanding of
cause and effect.

WW1 and interwar years. Role of
empires and their strategic
challenges against one another.

-------

Medieval kingdoms. Medieval
English Knight. Medieval societal
structures.

- Hierarchy within English



and African kingdoms.
- Role of trade and outside

influence
- Role of people as protest

movements and causes
of change

Big concepts to learn Change and continuity
Sources and interpretations

Cause and consequence
Sources and interpretations

Similarity/difference, bushido,
change/contiuity,a ccuracy

Hierarchy and sequence
of constellation
knowledge
(what will be taught and
when)
Include progress tasks

Half-term 1: How should we remember
the British Empire?
L1 - Why did Britain want an Empire?
L2 - What were relations like between the
white settlers and indigenous Americans?
L3 - Did Indigenous Americans have any
power?
Progress task: How did the British Empire
impact different colonies?
L4 - Why did the Mughal empire begin trading
with the East Indian Company?
L5 - What should happen to Robert Clive's &
Cecil Rhodes statue?
L6 - How did people resist British rule in
India? How did the British Raj differ from
the East India Company?

Half Term 2:
L1 - Why was Africa "Scrambled" for?
L2 - African rebellions, revolutions and
uprisings.
L3 - Caribbean rebellions, revolutions
and uprisings.
Progress task: How did people resist
the British Empire?
L4 - Bold Black Women
L5  - Black British Pioneers
L6 - Black British history

Half Term 1:

Assessment Week
- Revision lesson
- Assessment

How far has there been
progress in women’s rights
through time?

- How did Empress
Theodora impact
Byzantine society

- Why is Joan of Arc
significant?

- What was the legacy of
Sacagawea?

- How did Nana Asama’u
improve women’s rights in
the Sokoto Caliphate?

- How did Sojourner Truth
impact women’s rights?

PROGRESS TASK: : Explain
why Sojourner Truth led to
progress in women’s rights.

- How far did the suffrage
movement improve
women’s rights in Britain?

● What caused WW2?
● How was WWII fought?
● What was it like for children

during the Blitz?
● What was the Holocaust?
● Progress Task: How

useful are Sources B and
C for an enquiry into the
persecution of Jewish
people during the
Holocaust?

● How did people resist
persecution during the
Holocaust?

● Who is responsible for the
Holocaust?

● What was the
Kindertransport?

● Did young people support
the Nazi's?

● How was Hitler defeated?

----------------



Progress task: “Olaudah Equiano is
significant because of his
autobiography”

- How far has there been
progress in gaining
equality for women?

Half Term 2: WW1

● Why was there a war in 1914?
● Are causes all the same?

Progress Task: Why did WW1
break out?
● How was WWI fought?
● What were the experiences of

people fighting on the Western
Front?

● Who was Walter Tull and what
can he tell us about being
british and black in WWI?

● How did people around the
world contribute to the War
effort?

Progress Task: Was WW1 a
‘world’ war?
● What was it like on the Home

Front?
● Why did the war end in 1918?
● Why was the Treaty of

Versailles so unfair?

Half Term 2:
● Was the Treaty of

Versailles fair?
● How did women get the

vote?
● Who was Emily Davison?
● How far did women get

the vote?



● Progress Task: “The
Suffragists wouldn’t
have won the vote
without the
Suffragettes”

● What was the impact of
the Wall Street Crash?

● Impact of depression in
America.

Progress Task - Significance of
the wall street crash

Adaptations for SEND Keywords defined and printed with
accompanying “challenge”.
Word fill exercises
Sentence starters
Live modelling in lesson

Adapted reading tasks.
Keywords defined and printed
with accompanying “challenge”.
Word fill exercises
Sentence starters
Live modelling in lesson
Use of images to supplement
texts and explanations

Keywords defined and printed
with accompanying “challenge”.
Word fill exercises
Sentence starters
Live modelling in lesson

Opportunities to embed
Anti-racism

Dispelling the myth of white supremacy
throughout.

Studying the role that race / slavery
played in Western society.

Builds understanding of the long-lasting
impact of slavery.

Discussing the contributions of
black and ethnic minority soldiers
and nurses.

Holocaust
Role of Black Samurai Eg,
Yasuke.

Opportunities to embed
Anti-sexism

Studying the experiences of Native
American, Indian and African women
over time.

Discussing the contributions of
female espionage operatives and
nurses.

Holocaust
Role of women in the era of
Samurai Japan.

Opportunities to
challenge Islamophobia
or homophobia

Investigation into one of the most
powerful Muslim empires.
LGBTQIA+ black heroes.

Investigation into the experiences
of Muslim soldiers.



Opportunities to embed
academic texts

Articles and reading exercises in every
lesson. Hums focus to make reading
skills more explicitly taught

- British Empire intentions article

Articles and reading exercises in
every lesson. Hums focus to
make reading skills more
explicitly taught

Articles and reading exercises in
every lesson. Hums focus to
make reading skills more
explicitly taught

Cultural
Capital/Careers/Cross
Curricular links / SMSC

Links to themes / texts in English.

Links to themes / topics in Geography.
EG Commonwealth migration to the UK.

Links to themes / texts in English.

Links to the topic of migration in
Geography this term.

Japanese culture, far east asian
history. Continuing teh KS3
national curriculum of British
conext set in the wider world
context.

Students end point
(inc. assessment focus
Aut 2 & Sum 2)

Assessment:
Disciplinary:

- Significance and change and
continuity. Causation.

- Chronology
Substantive:
Role of slavery in the British Empire
Resistance to slavery

Assessment:
Disciplinary:

- Cause and consequence.
- Chronology

Substantive:
- Role of the British empire

in causing WWI and
WWII.

- Roles of different people
in WWI and WWII.

Student assessment:

Disciplinary knowledge:
Similarity, Difference & Accuracy

Substantive Knowledge
Role of samurai compared to
medieval knights.

Year: 9 Aut Spr Sum

Students’ starting point - Strong understanding of
causation and the varying
significance of different
factors affecting change.

- A chronological and
conceptual understanding
of empires and their
impact on the world.

Students have completed looking
at how India gained
independence and the
challenges they faces

- Key Divisions
- Turning points in the

campaign

Students also learnt about black
power in year 7 with the civil
rights movement - think connects

Student have just completed
looking at how people fight for
their rights in the 20th century,
This SOW allows students a
context of what is going on
internationally

- Claudia Jones exiled
during the cold war for
membership in
communist party



with the 1970s changes in the
campaign against apartheid

Big concepts to learn - Usefulness of sources
- Change & continuity and

what was significant in
this process.

Change and continuity
Consequences

Communism and capitalism

Hierarchy and sequence of
constellation knowledge
(what will be taught and when)
Include progress tasks

L01 -  Why was Africa

“scrambled” for?

L02 - What is the significance of

the Suez Canal?

L03 - Ghanaian independence

L04 - Ghanaian independence

L05 - Ghanaian independence

L06 - PROGRESS TASK - Did

Ghana win its independence or

was it decolonised?

L07 - How did Britain rule India?

L08 - How did India resist British

rule?

L09 - The Women of the Indian

Independence movement.

L10 - Partition of India.

PROGRESS TASK - How similar

was the fight for independence

in India and Ghana?

How did people fight against
Apartheid?
L1 - What was life like under the
Aparthied regime?
L2 - In what ways was the
Sharpeville massacre a truning
point for the campaign against
Apartheid?
L3 - What does “the sphere of
the nation” reveal about Nelson
Mandela
Progress task - To what extent
was the Sharpeville massacre
a turning point?
L4 - How did the ideology of
Black power impact Civil Rights
in South Africa
L5 - How was the Apartheid
Regime defeated?
Progress Task: “The Apartheid
Regime was only defeated
because of the actions of
Nelson Mandela” How far do
you agree?

To what extent was there a
civil rights movement in
Britain?
L1 - Windrush and Nottinghill

Cold War (GCSE)

Why did the ideological
differences between
America and the Soviet
Union matter?
How did the wartime
alliances unravel?
What were the realities of
the East and West
divide?
How did NATO and the
Warsaw Pact impact Cold
War relations?

Progress task: Write a
narrative account analysing
the key events of the Berlin
Blockade 1948-1949.

Why did the Cold War
become more intense
after the Hungarian
uprising?
How did the arms race
impact Cold War
relations?

Progress task: Explain two
consequences of the
Hungarian uprising



L 2 - What does notting hill
carnival tell us about Claudia
Jones

Progress task: What does
Nottinghill carnival tell us
about the civil rights in
Britain?

L3 - Why were the 1970s a
period of change?
L4 - How did Jayaben Desai
transform trade unions
L5 - What did the Mangrove 9
Achieve?
L6 - How important were the
women of the black panther party

Progress task: Was there a
British civil rights movement?

Why was the Berlin Wall
built?

Progress task: Write a
narrative account analysing
the key events of the “Berlin
Crisis 1958-1962

Why were the events in
Cuba a turning point for
Cold War relations?
Why was the Cuban
missile crisis a turning
point for Cold War
relations?
What was the Prague
Spring and why did it
impact US- Soviet
relations

Progress task: Explain the
importance of the Prague
spring for relations between
the USA and the Soviet Union

Why did cold war
superpowers adopt
detente as foreign policy?
Why was there a “Second
Cold War”
Why did the Soviet Union

Collapse between 1985-1991?

Adaptations for SEND Adapted reading tasks.

Use of images to supplement
texts and explanations

Adapted reading tasks.

Use of images to supplement
texts and explanations

- Model work
- Key words printed
- Sentence starters
- Encoding of key concepts

Opportunities to embed
Anti-racism

Discussion of the white suffrage
movement. Intersectionality of

Discussion about the
connections between pan-

- Non aligned movement
led by Cuba and



women and women of colour.
Intersectionality of people of
colour and asain/black women.
Discussion of class and
intersectionality of race too.
Ghanaian independence

Africanism, Black power, and
how people utilise these
ideologies to campaign against
Aparthied

Yugoslavia, - Many
communist/decolonised
African countries avoided
the tension of the cold
war.

Opportunities to embed
Anti-sexism

Women’s suffrage. Misogyny in
Britain in the 19 century and the
continuation today.

Looking at the role of women in
the civil rights movement thinking
about why/how their contributions
have been overlooked and what
we can do to highlight them

- Discussion of the largely
hidden history and role of
women during the Cold
War.

- https://www.bbc.co.uk/ne
ws/in-pictures-43333082

Opportunities to challenge
Islamophobia or homophobia

Discussing the different religious
groups in Africa and how that
contributed to the Scramble for
Africa.

How were India’s Muslim rulers
and population impacted by
British colonialism?

Discussing the role of prominent
Muslim figures in the Black
Power movement - EG Malcom X

Opportunities to embed
academic texts

Was the Gold Coast
‘decolonised’ or did Ghana win
its independence? - Oxford
University.

“Empire” by Jeremy Paxman

Long Walk to Freedom by Nelson
Mandela.

The Amritsar Massacre by
Richard Cavendish.

Cultural Capital/Careers/Cross
Curricular links / SMSC

Black cultural archives trip
Links to LBTS5 anti sexism.
Helping to develop a greater
understanding of gender
inequality in the workplace in the
UK and worldwide.

Access to academic texts - LInk to understanding
current political sphere
with invasion of Ukraine

Students end point Assessment: Assessment: - Students understanding



(inc. assessment focus Aut 2 &
Sum 2)

Disciplinary:
- Significance and change

and continuity. Causation.
- Chronology

Substantive:
Women’s suffrage movement
Fight for independence

How do people create change -
Summary of KS3

- Revising how people
fought against
Colonialism

different historical
concepts

1. Consequences
2. Narrative
3. Significant and

consequences

Year: 10 Aut Spr Sum

Students’ starting point KS3 short scheme on Norman
History and Castles.

- Some knowledge of
dictatorships from KS3
(Norman Invasion and the
rule of William)

- Y9 understanding of
power and protest

- Understanding of WWII
from KS3 and the rise of
Nazis between
1918-1933 from their
GCSE course

Big concepts to learn Normanisation, feudalism,
aristocracy, historical concepts
(cause/consequence/change/con
tinuity etc)

- Republic, constitution,
proportional
representation.

- Uprisings.

Communism and capitalism

Hierarchy and sequence of
constellation knowledge
(what will be taught and when)
Include progress tasks

● The origins of the
Republic

● Early challenges to the
Republic

PROGRESS TASK: Explain why
the Early Weimar Government
was able to transition from war to
peace. / Assessment

● The recovery of the
republic

● Changes in society

● The creation of a
dictatorship

● The police state
● Controlling and

influencing attitudes
● Opposition, resistance

and conformity
● How well did the Nazi

control Germany?
PROGRESS TASK: “by 1939
Germany was in a state of self

- - - - - - -

● Harrying of the North
● Revolt of the Earls, 1075
● How did William control

England?
● PROGRESS TASK -

“William effectively
controlled England”

● The feudal system and
the Church

● Norman government
● Feudalism, domesday

book



● Was weimar doomed
from the start?

● Was there a Golden Age
PROGRESS TASK: “The Golden
age was a myth” How far do you
agree?

● Early development of the
Nazi Party

● The munich putsch and
lean years

● Growth in Nazi support
● How Hitler became

Chancellor
● Impact of Wall Street

Crash
● How did Hitler come to

power?

surveillance” how far do you
agree?

● How effective was
opposition?

● Nazi policies towards
women

● Nazi policies towards the
young

● Employment and living
standards

● Did the Nazis fix the
German economy?

● The persecution of
minorities

● The Racial State

● Anglo-Saxon Society
● The succession crisis
● PROGRESS TASK -

EXPLAIN WHY THERE
WAS A SUCCESSION
CRISIS

● The rival claimants to the
throne

● Gate Fulford & Stamford
Bridge

● Battle of Hastings
● How did William become

King?
● Establishing Control
● PROGRESS TASK -

“CASTLES WERE THE
MOST SUCCESSFUL
METHOD OF CONTROL”

● The Norman aristocracy
● William I and his sons
● What was Norman

England like?
● PROGRESS TASK -

Assessment



● The Anglo-Saxon
resistance 1068-71

● The legacy of resistance
to 1087

Adaptations for SEND Images and diagrams of
challenging concepts like
feudalism and
strength/weaknesses of castles

Keywords defined and printed
with accompanying “challenge”.
Word fill exercises
Sentence starters
Live modelling in lesson

- Model work
- Key words printed
- Sentence starters
- Encoding of key concepts

Opportunities to embed
Anti-racism

Discussion of the heightened
importance of Norman invasion
history over other aspects.

Racial state. Dangers of
evolutionary theories.
Persecution. Discussion of KS3
curriculum compulsory nature of
Hlocaust education but not of
African slave trade.

- Non aligned movement
led by Cuba and
Yugoslavia, - Many
communist/decolonised
African countries avoided
the tension of the cold
war.

Opportunities to embed
Anti-sexism

Questions of the almost complete
disregard for women in the
history of medieval
england/Norman period.

- Gender roles in Nazi
Germany

- Suffrage in Germany vs
worldwide/UK

- Changes for women in
the golden age linked to
worldwide too

- Discussion of the largely
hidden history and role of
women during the Cold
War.

- https://www.bbc.co.uk/ne
ws/in-pictures-43333082

Opportunities to challenge
Islamophobia or homophobia

Opportunities to embed
academic texts

Articles and reading exercises in
every lesson. Hums focus to
make reading skills more
explicitly taught

Articles and reading exercises in
every lesson. Hums focus to
make reading skills more
explicitly taught

Articles and reading exercises in
every lesson. Hums focus to
make reading skills more
explicitly taught

Cultural Capital/Careers/Cross Tower of London visit. - Holocaust memorial trust - LInk to understanding



Curricular links / SMSC (postponed) talks and resources
- University lectures
- anti-Persecution/anti-discr

imination LBTS values

current political sphere
with invasion of Ukraine

Students end point
(inc. assessment focus Aut 2 &
Sum 2)

Assessment:
Extent of normanisation
(significance and
change/continuity)

- Struggles of early weimar
- How Hitler rose to power
- Establishment of the Nazi

dictatorship
- Nazi policies

- Students understanding
different historical
concepts

4. Consequences
5. Narrative
6. Significant and

consequences

Year: 11 Aut Spr (Olivia) Sum

Students’ starting point - Some knowledge of the
chronology of Britain to
help understand key
changes in C&P.

Key Stage 4:
Students have a detailed
knowledge of crime, punishment
and law enforcement functions
from 1000CE - 1800s.

Students have now covered all
GCSE content and skills.

Big concepts to learn - Change and continuity
- Anglo-Saxon.  Impact.

Normans. Historical
Questioning. Summary.
Collective responsibility.
Hundreds. Shire. Tithing.
Hue & cry. Wergeld &
botgeld. Influence. Trial.
Jury. Ordeal.

Change and continuity
How has crime changed over
time 1750 - 1900 and 1900 -
present day.
How has punishment changed
over time 1750 - 1900 and 1900 -
present day.
How has law enforcement
changed over time 1750 - 1900
and 1900 - present day.

Revision:
Crime and Punishment change
and continuity over time.

How to answer 12 and 16 mark
questions for all papers.

Whitechapel

Source work

Hierarchy and sequence of
constellation knowledge

AUTUMN 1 Spring 1:
- End of public execution

Summer 1:
NB: Lessons are planned



(what will be taught and when)
Include progress tasks

- Anglo-Saxon

- Collective responsibility

- Tithings

- Hue & cry

- Role of the King in law

making

- Church influence

- Trial by ordeal

- PROGRESS TASK: Describe

two features of

Anglo-Saxon Society

- Normans

- Impact of the Normans

- William’s Forest Laws

- Role of the King

- Change & continuity

between Anglo-Saxons and

Norman period

- Limits of justice (free men

vs. women)

- Parish constables (King

Edward 1285)

- PROGRESS TASK: “There

was more change than

continuity between 1000

and 15000” Explain why

you agree or disagree

AUTUMN 2

- New church laws

- Prison reform
- Crime prevention c18th
- Development of the police
- The Seperate System
- Reforms of Robert Peel

- PROGRESS TASK: Mock exam

testing all C+P knowledge to date.
- Changing definition of crime
- Developments in policing
- Abolition of the death

penalty
- Changes in the prison

system
- Conscription in WWI
- Conscientious objectors
- Case study: Derek

Bentley
- Case study:

Contextualising
Whitechapel

- PROGRESS TASK: Source

questions. How useful are sources A

and B into an investigation into

policing Whitechapel and How would

you follow up from Source A?

- Tensions in Whitechapel
- Policing Whitechapel
- Jack the Ripper
- Workhouses

Spring 2
- Weimar and Nazi

Germany Revision.

around student need / want.
Revision lesson 1: The end of
William I’s rule.

Revision lesson 2: Change and
continuity over Anglo Saxon,
Norman and Middle Ages.

Progress Tasks: Revision lesson
3: Exam questions

Revision lesson 4: Law
enforcement and transportation

Revision lesson 5: The witch
trials and punishments

Revision lesson 6: Crime and
Punishment mindmaps

Revision lesson 7: Whitechapel -
context

Revision lesson 8: Whitechapel -
policing

Progress Tasks: Revision lesson
9: Exam questions

Crime and Punishment exam

Summer 2:
Revision lesson 10: Anglo
Saxons background

Revision lesson 11: Anglo
Saxons role of the King and role
of the community



- Purpose of punishment

(deterrence vs. retribution)

- Why did the church have so

much power?

- Church vs. Henry II (1154)

- Church vs. royal justice

- Decreasing influence of

church

- Crimes against per, pro &

authority

- Heresy & Treason

- PROGRESS TASK Explain

why the church had such a

significant impact on the

crime and punishment of

England.

- Factors affecting rates of

crime

- Increase of numbers of

beggars

- Treatment of beggars

- Late medieval crime waves

- ‘Deserving poor’

- Witchcraft

- Town watchmen

- Different experiences of the

law

- Bloody code

- Transportation

- PROGRESS TASK:

Assessment on 1000-1750

- Anglo Saxons Revision
-
- Cold War Revision

Revision lesson 12: The Battles

Revision lesson 13:
Normanisation

Anglo Saxons exam

Revision lesson 14: The Weimar
Republic 1919-1929

Revision lesson 15: The fall of
the Weimar Republic 1929-1932

Revision lesson 16: The rise of
Nazi Germany

Revision lesson 17: Essays

Weimar and Nazi Germany exam



Adaptations for SEND Keywords defined and printed
with accompanying “challenge”.
Word fill exercises
Sentence starters
Live modelling in lesson

Keywords defined and printed
with accompanying “challenge”.
Word fill exercises
Sentence starters
Live modelling in lesson

Opportunities to embed
Anti-racism

Discussion on reasons for
Pearson introducing migration
and having a lack of options for
history that fairly represents all
people in Britain.

- Understanding the
reasons for a lack of
variety in the GCSE exam
boards and within the
study of crime and
punishment

Opportunities to embed
Anti-sexism

- How crime and
punishment affected
women,

- Witchcraft and the
misogyny linked to it.

Discussing female role models
and their contributions. EG
Elizabeth Fry.

Opportunities to challenge
Islamophobia or homophobia

Opportunities to embed
academic texts

Cultural Capital/Careers/Cross
Curricular links / SMSC

- The clink museum
(postponed for covid)

- Links to sociology,
psychology and law
A-Levels and BTECs.

Students end point
(inc. assessment focus Aut 2 &
Sum 2)

- Assessment on the key
changes of crime and
punishment between
1000-1750.

- Analysis of significance
for turning points
throughout the three

- Students should feel
confident in answering all
styles of essay question.

- Students should feel
confident across all
content.



periods studied.
- Students will sit the first

full Crime and Punishment
paper.

Year: 12 Aut Spr Sum

Students’ starting point - Some KS3 understanding
of empire and
decolonisation

- Some KS4 understanding
of German history

Understanding why the British
Empire expanded, and the
legacy of pursuing wealth and
competing with rivals in
1890-1914

Solid groundwork done on the
establishment of Empire and an
exploration of the 6 key themes.
Germany after the Golden Age
and the downturn of the economy
in the wake of the Wall Street
Crash.

Big concepts to learn - Empire, nationalism,
dictatorship, colonisation,
self determination.

Mercantilism, social darwinism,
Protectionism, Free trade

Polarisation, depression,
Gleishaltung. Inflation.

Hierarchy and sequence of
constellation knowledge
(what will be taught and when)
Include progress tasks

Germany Aut 1:
- Creation of Weimar

Germany
PROGRESS TASK: “The
constitution was a democratic
and stable basis for government”
Assess the validity of this view.

- Struggles of Weimar
Germany

PROGRESS TASK: “The weimar
government successfully
transitioned from wartime to
peacetime” Assess the validity of
this view

Empire Spr 1:
- Expansion of the British

Empire in Africa
Progress task: To what extent
was the expansion and
consolidation of the British
Empire strategic

- Imperial and colonial
policy

- How did trade change in
1890-1914

Progress task: interpretations
analysis

Empire Spring 2
- Individuals who have

shaped Empire

Germany Sum 1:
- Rise of Nazis and

establishment of
dictatorship

- PROGRESS TASK:
“Hitelr became chancellor
mainly because of the
wall street crash” Assess
the validity of this view

- NEA
- Independence of

USA
- Missouri

Compromise and
its impact on



Germany Aut 2:
- Challenges to early

Weimar
PROGRESS TASK: “between
1924 and 1929, Germany was
politically stable” Assess the
validity of this view.

- Initial recovery of the
economy

PROGRESS TASK: Assessment

Empire Aut 1:
- Expansion 1857-1890

PROGRESS TASK: “Britain
expanded in Africa primarily for
strategic reasons” Assess the
validity of this view.

- Trade & Commerce
1857-1890

PROGRESS TASK: “Trade was
the

- Imperial policy 1857-1890

Empire Aut 2:
- Key individuals

1857-1890
PROGRESS TASK:

- Attitudes to empire
1857-1890

- role of indigenous people
1857-1890

PROGRESS TASK: Assessment

Progress task: essay question
- Attitudes towards Empire
- Relations with Indigenous

people
Progress task: interpretations
analysis

Germany Spring 1:
- Economic Golden Age
- Political Golden Age

PROGRESS TASK: Assessment

Germany Spring 2:
- Cultural Golden Age
- Social Golden Age
- Changes for Women

PROGRESS TASK: “The Golden
Age was a myth” Assess the
validity of this view

slavery in the
USA.

Adaptations for SEND Adapted reading tasks. Handouts printed with
worksheets should students need
support in their reading and note

NEa booklet created which
includes ready made sources
and interpretations that are linked



Use of images to supplement
texts and explanations
Although not usually applicable.

taking
Live Marking to support priority
students

to suggested topics.
Suggested questions titles for
NEA to simplify the process.

Opportunities to embed
Anti-racism

Empire & Nazi Germany is a
constant opportunity

Critiquing the lack of diversity in
how the British Empire is
remembered. Highlighting the
changes that have been made to
the new AQA text book to
represent BAME historians and
also historians of the places that
were previously colonised by the
British

Germany - discrimination in
Germany, geographical
differences between liberal
attitudes (Berlin vs Countryside)

Rise of Nazis and polarisation in
times of economic downturn and
the impact it can have on
attitudes.
NEA coursework titles
opportunity to explore anti-racist
topics.

Opportunities to embed
Anti-sexism

Empire & Nazi Germany is a
constant opportunity

Critiquing the lack of
representation within the history
of Empire, Empire was led by
“men on the spot” spotlighting the
work of female historians
critiquing the mainstream debate:

- Olivette Otele
- Catherine Hall

Germany:
Social/Cultural changes in
Weimar Germany -
gender/sexuality politics

Rise of Nazis and polarisation in
times of economic downturn and
the impact it can have on
attitudes.
NEA coursework titles
opportunity to explore anti-sexist
topics.

Opportunities to challenge
Islamophobia or homophobia

Opportunities to embed
academic texts

Articles and reading exercises in
every lesson. Hums focus to

Articles and reading exercises in
every lesson. Hums focus to

Articles and reading exercises in
every lesson. Hums focus to



make reading skills more
explicitly taught

make reading skills more
explicitly taught

make reading skills more
explicitly taught

Cultural Capital/Careers/Cross
Curricular links / SMSC

Empire exhibitions in the British
Museum.
Many SMSC conversations in
almost every lesson.
Some cross curricular with
English in relation to
post-colonial lens.

Links to historical articles/reading
which better prepares them for
academic texts at university

Links to writing in English -
analysis of language how are
historical ideas being conveyed

Independent task of NEA a great
way to prepare students for
University. SMSC can be
explored in NEA titles.

Students end point
(inc. assessment focus Aut 2 &
Sum 2)

Assessment: Establishment,
struggles and golden age of
Weimar Germany

Assessment: The interplay of the
six key themes across
1857-1890

Assessment
1890-1914

- Expansion
- Policy
- Trade

Germany Assessment:
- Golden Age

Assessment:
Empire 1890-
Germany rise of Nazi section and
some previous Qs.

Year: 13 Aut Spr Sum

Students’ starting point Chronologically studied the
topics up to half way from Y12.

Building on the methods to gain
independence prior to
1914-1947.
Weighting the significance of
WWI and II in the legacy of the
“end of Empire

Developing an understanding of
the decolonisation process and
the legacy of the empire.

Exploring the significance of
WW2 and its impact on
Germany.

Big concepts to learn - Empire, nationalism,
dictatorship, colonisation,
self determination.

- Autarky, persecution,
racial state,

- Decolonisation,
campaign/movement

Germany
- Liberalism, progressive

- Decolonisation, legacy
- Extremism, genocide,
anti-semitism, social politics



independence, nationalist
movements

social politics.

Hierarchy and sequence of
constellation knowledge
(what will be taught and when)
Include progress tasks

Germany Aut 1:
- Establishment of the Nazi

Dictatorship
PROGRESS TASK: essay
question

- Nazi control of the people
PROGRESS TASK: source
analysis

Germany Aut 2
- Nazi policies

PROGRESS TASK: essay
question

-

Empire Aut 1:
- Expansion 1918-1945

PROGRESS TASK: essay
question

- Trade & Commerce
1918-1945

PROGRESS TASK:
interpretations analysis

- Imperial policy
1918-1945

Empire Aut 2:
- Key individuals

1918-1945
PROGRESS TASK: essay
question

- Attitudes to empire
1918-1945

Empire Spr 1:
Retraction of Empire:

- Western Africa
- East Africa
- South Africa
- Asia

Progress task: essay question.

Policy
- International relations
- Suez crisis and impact

Trade
Progress task: interpretations
analysis.

Empire Spr 2:
- Individuals

Progress task: essay question
- Attitudes
- Relations

Progress task: essay question

Germany Spr 1:
- Radicalisation in

Germany
- Development of racial

state
PROGRESS TASK: “the
volksgemeinshaft was merely a
vehicle for discrimination” Assess
the validity of this view.

Germany Spr 2

Summer 1:

Empire revision: the rise and fall
of the British Empire

- Expansion
- Consolidation
- Decolonisation

Germany revision
- Weimar Germany
- Nazi Germany



- role of indigenous people
1918-1945

PROGRESS TASK: Assessment

- Impact of war on the
racial state

- Move to the east

PROGRESS TASK: “The nazi
racial policies followed a clear
and consistent path” Assess the
validity of this view.

Adaptations for SEND Adapted reading tasks.

Use of images to supplement
texts and explanations
Although not usually applicable.

Handouts printed with
worksheets should students need
support in their reading and note
taking
Live Marking to support priority
students

Opportunities to embed
Anti-racism

Empire & Nazi Germany is a
constant opportunity

Critiquing the lack of diversity in
how the British Empire is
remembered. Highlighting the
changes that have been made to
the new AQA text book to
represent BAME historians and
also historians of the places that
were previously colonised by the
British

Germany - racial state

Opportunities to embed
Anti-sexism

Empire & Nazi Germany is a
constant opportunity

Critiquing the lack of
representation within the history
of Empire, Empire was led by
“men on the spot” spotlighting the
work of female historians
critiquing the mainstream debate
who are only now being used
within the new AQA textbook for



the final period of study

Opportunities to challenge
Islamophobia or homophobia

Opportunities to embed
academic texts

Cultural Capital/Careers/Cross
Curricular links / SMSC

Empire exhibitions in the British
Museum.
Many SMSC conversations in
almost every lesson.
Some cross curricular with
English in relation to
post-colonial lens.

Links to historical articles/reading
which better prepares them for
academic texts at university

Links to writing in English -
analysis of language how are
historical ideas being conveyed

Students end point
(inc. assessment focus Aut 2 &
Sum 2)

Germany Assessment: How
Germany became a dictatorship

Empire Assessment: The
interplay of the six key themes
across 1918-1945

Germany - understanding the
extent and development of the
racial state. Having a critical
understanding of how a nation
can descend into these kinds of
policies.


